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The human being can`t live alone.We are designed to live with 

someone near us,because we can`t manage to do everything by 

ourselves.We need love,friends, a famliy,a group of people,a 

society.This human need is known since the Stone Age.We through  

history have done so many good and bad things that helped us to get 

here,in these modern days.Everything that was,is and will be is the 

result of collaborating,working and living together.One of this results is 

Europe.

Europe these days is a continent full of diversity,beautiful history ,a lot 

of diferent languages,a large  number of countries  that are all 

difrent,heavenly places to visit,the best food in the world,diferent 

types of religions,multiculturalism, and here are one of the best kind of 

people in the world.Of course it is not perfect but the European Union 

is trying each day that passes to solve and to make Europe and for its 

people a better place.Starting from the question that inspired me to 

write this essay ,, Do you feel like an EU member?” the answer is yes 

but I don`t feel like one all the time.The reasons that makes me to feel 

like an EU member are the countries  collaborations,peace between all 

of us,the human rights,a better democracy than like that from the past 

or how I call it ,,the dark times”.I love the fact that I can travel so easily

and I have access to health,eduation,culture and the most important 

thing, I have the opportunity to meet a lot of difrent people.I like the 

fact that the state is helping us with a chance to a better future,an 

exemple is a scholarship to an university or a school.

What I don` t like about the European Union is the fact that we still 

struggle  with racism,old perceptions and old minded people,hate 



about someone`s ethnicity and nation which is really bad and sad,the 

amount of hate towards the immigrants which is the worst because 

those souls are blamed and hated for no reasons.Why do we have to 

be defined or judged by our race,nation,ethnicity,gender,or skin color?

We should be defined by ourselves,by our actions and by our souls.If 

we would stop this hate amoung us and we would start to get along 

and to embrace every culture,thoughts,race,gender and skin color we 

would be one.A one beautiful,strong and unite Europe.

 In others words,if we would start to get along with eachother,to end 

this hate between everyone,to understand and help eachother more,to

focus on our good parts and actions everything around us will become 

a better place for us all.If we are better together so Europe is going to 

be.In this environment, I`m sure that everyone would feel like a proud 

member of the European  Union.
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